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This is to maximize individual’s quality of life and identity development in the context of global
symbiotic evolution through societal political environmental nurturing. “Calling” is the individual’s
recognized mission developed from own interest and passion, originated from true connection to the
self and limitless autonomous energy generator.
I present my proposals for UN and UNESCO to establish Calling Right as a part of UN Human Rights.
Proposal
Calling Right as a part of UN Human Rights
We are living in the 4th industrial revolution. Individual’s life quality and agency are challenged.
Surveillance neoliberalism is invading even our private thought and desire and manipulating us at the
core of our democratic processes. Each individual must have agency of own mind, own life and
society. We could deepen our understanding of own life and living of life. We could be much more
creative when we live own true passion and mission, which are aligned with values of Humane,
Democratic, Symbiotic ecosystem Evolvably (HDS E). We must have vision about what to value and
create in our lives, in the society, in the world. The revolution is not about how to use / what to create
in technology. The technology must serve our vision. Now, technological revolution is challenging
our creativity what we want and act for real evolvability for long-term human civilization and billion
years to evolve. This unprecedented HDS E - international paradigm shift from competition
principle to co-innovation principle is needed to guide the 4th industrial revolution of internationally
connectedness towards global evolvability. Society and the globe are our individual’s life incubator.
The globe took billions of years of life evolution to bring us humans on the globe. We have added
significant computing power and internet to connect and create information. We must build evolvably
meaningful life-nonlife-information symbiotic ecosystem, which is meaningful for all, evolution
process, time, material metamorphosis, so as for future direction of billion years.
UN institutions are exactly the instruments for this purpose. We must have the agency as the Calling
to move this revolution forwards. Depending on our co-innovative paradigm shift, future civilization
may allow human contribution. If we fail to do so, human will soon be extinct. We are at the cross
road, now. The core is individual subjective fulfilled life which everyone can feel any moment and
can act to make better for oneself and for the world in integratingly aligned manner in HDS E.
Beyond individual. This revolution movement can be started from everywhere at every level using
each individual’s subjective sensitivity, decision and action. Simultaneously, this is a cultural
movement for realizing own Calling via expressing and living the true self. Authentic fulfilling lifework for oneself is simultaneously for helping others and everyone, if HDS E is aligned within the
self. Thus HDS E for one is simultaneously HDS E for the society and the globe. This promotes
individual attitude towards truly living own life with their Calling, as well as being an active cocreator / co-innovator as a global citizen and institution. UN institutions must guarantee the conditions
for this and protect it as UN Human Right.
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Neoliberalism and democracy are incompatible. Redistribution of wealth via democracy is
indispensable. For creating such transforming mechanisms, sovereign powers of check and balance
must be strong enough to modify shortages of own institution and function. International society on
the globe is one, interdependent. The process of developing own Calling forces us to realize the
required institutional changes to integrate all the worldly functions: economic political financial
journalistic legal juristic societal cultural environmental ecosystem functions and activities.
Sustainability must grow into equality and further evolvability for long-term.
Possible mechanisms:
With sovereign states tools like UBI, and UN institutions governing mechanisms and international
political will power via iUBI (international UBI)
With measuring index of IDI (WEF) and iIDI (international IDI total, including inter-national factors,
particularly environmental factors).
With a totally protected encrypted whistleblowing system (e.g. Silent circle) as a norm of integrated
international society. Organizations / institutions must correct as early as possible and improve all the
time from criticisms from within and outside. If this is not possible, whistleblowing is a rescuing
system to stop the malignant functions. Each individual is responsible as a constructive international
citizen.
Collectively each individual’s and institution’s genuine constructive innovative creative mission, this
process brings directly everyone and every institution to co-innovation and co-evolution, leading
towards a truly mutually empowering evolvable global ecosystem.
All existence is precious and all actions and functions matter interdependently for the evolvability of
the global evolution. UN institutions are critically important since currently global civilization is not
effectively functional while lawlessness prevails in international surveillance neoliberalism business
and political powers are damaging the core of our democracy, humanity, global peace and globe itself.
When UN institutions take such responsibilities together with all the global citizens and institutions,
we learn and nurture each other and co-innovate together and evolve our evolvability maximally.

Towards this goal, I researched in academic areas of evolution, development, system biology,
information science, neuroscience, cognitive psychology, neuro modelling, neuro correlated
consciousness study, Buddhism metaphysics philosophy-practice system, piano performance, music
anthropology, political activity, policy making, programme developments. Worked in various nations
in east and west (UK, US, China, Japan). University of Oxford in UK, UCL University of London UK,
Columbia University US, Kyoto University Japan, National Taiwan University, Julliard Music School
US, Buddhism Vajurayana, Ministry of Economy Trade Industry Japan, Both Diets of Japanese
National Parliament, UK Parliaments.
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